Pro and cons have been raised of the tax amnesty policy initiated by the government.
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Introduction
Tax amnesty obviously represents willingness of a state to remove its authority in collecting revenue according to the mandate of taxation law. According to the Act No.11/ 2016 about Tax Amnesty (henceforth called TA Act), the state gives previllage toward taxpayers whose business circulation worth up to Rp 4.800.000.000 (four billion and eight hundred million rupiahs) at a very low rate redeem money, 0,5% (zero comma five percent) for those who reveals wealth value up to Rp10.000.000.000,00
(ten billion rupiahs) in a written Statement. Moreover, the special tax rate is valid until the end of Tax Amnesty period -unlike tax rate for other taxpayer which is lower only for the first three months of Tax Amnesty period. However, in reality, the International Conference on Social and Political Issues (ICSPI 2016) pajakloyo-terjebak-target-tinggi-jokowi/) Amid economic declining, high tax revenue target only widens the budget deficit as shown in Table 1 below. Although tax revenue target in 2015 did not achieved and the budget deficit widened, the government ambitions to carry out some national projects -especially in the field of infrastructure -has caused the tax revenue target to be raised up to Rp 1.546,7 trillion in 2016, as it can be seen in the Table 2 below:
Based on the above condition, the research problem of this study is on "How Tax Amnesty discourse be reviewed from the politic of taxation perspective?" The subject of this study is elaborated into three research questions as follows:
1. How can we understand tax amnesty in the context of politic of taxation?
2. Why did resistance occur in the implementation of Tax Amnesty Act?
3. What are the factors that cause negative perception on Tax Amnesty? 
Research Method

Result and Discussion
Tax amnesty in the context of politic of taxation
In the context of politic of taxation, tax amnesty essentially requires state willingness to remove its authority to levy tax according to the mandate of taxation law. State also foregoes its right to force taxpayers by provide opportunity and offer fiscal compromise to them.
Tax in the classical paradigm is narrowly defined as mandatory fee collected according to the law. Tax in return is to be used to finance public purposes without directly provide feedback to the taxpayers. Based on several definitions of tax according to classical paradigm, it can be concluded that one element which is important and fundamental in tax is "imposed" Fiscal compromise is part of the Tax Amnesty (TA). The word "Amnesty" is derived from the Greek άμνηστία/amnestia/, which means "forgetfulness or passing over".
Andreoni defines TA as " Tax deletion/reduction of tax sanctions that should be imposed based on tax legislation.
Hence, Tax Amnesty can be determined in the form of explicit or implicit, partial or full, permanent or temporary.
Whatever the shape or political perspectives it came from, TA is essentially a form of state willingness to remove its authority on collecting tax and/or levy sanction in accordance to the mandate of taxation law. The authority that state is willingly accepted is a part of taxation role as a political instrument. There are at least three main reasons of why a state justifies this policy.
Firstly, according to the perspective of tax as an instrument of democracy, TA can be defined as an effort to embrace more people and subject to participate in building the state. Both a) unregistered tax subjects and b) registered tax subjects (Taxpayers with Identification Number/ NPWP) yet partially fulfills his obligation, are expected to fully participate in the taxation system.
Secondly, TA can become the momentum to perform national reconciliation. In the implementation of TA, not only the state must have volunteered its authority, but it also takes the taxpayers' willingness to fulfill his obligations. Therefore, national leaders must be able to convince the people that the TA is a means of national reconciliation to improve the economic, social and political system.
Thirdly, TA policy represents a momentum to improve the taxation system that ensures legal certainty. As what has become prevalence, in addition to provisioning overdue and billing overdue, retroactive principle term is also known in the taxation system. According to retroactive principle, a state has an authority to impose indebted years of tax before a taxpayer was registered as long as the taxpayer status is legally proven (tatbestand). Indonesia is an example of nation which implements this principle.
Factors that trigger resistance and negative perception on tax amnesty
There has been any policy which stirs up controversy in the history of Indonesian taxation system. Before it was confirmed, TA Act gets positive feedback from academics, practitioners and parliament members, which have authority to pass the draft into legislation. Even good reaction among public were increased as soon as TA Act legalized.
However, on the early September 2016, at least an organization filed judicial review on the policy, whereas another organization also filed a lawsuit to the Ombudsman as it can be seen in the following 2. Tax Amnesty Act gives priority to white collar criminals.
3. Tax Amnesty Act becomes "a red carpet" for negligent taxpayers.
4. Tax Amnesty Act provides magnified "discount" to negligent taxpayers. -The implementing regulation has not meet ease of administration basis (certainty, efficiency, simplicity and convenience).
-Communication and Coordination
-There has been no international best practice that can be used as benchmark because the political system and condition of each country vary.
-Trustworthiness
Source: Several sources. Data processed by the researchers.
Conceptual/theoretical gap in the formulation of tax amnesty policy
The concept of Tax Amnesty is often considered controversial as it is alternatively used to boost national revenue. Alm Those who support TA believe that this policy enables the government to collect potential revenue which is difficult to be billed through the law enforcement.
The argument for instituting tax amnesty program is usually to forgo the tax revenue that has proven to be difficult to enforce with the objective to secure a short term increase in tax revenue from that category of taxpayers. (Jonas Jensen and Florian Wöhlbier. Improving Tax Governance in EU Member States: Criteria for Successful Policies. Occasional Papers 114 | August 2012, European Commission Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs Publications, ISSN 1725-3209)
This has become one of the reasons why TA remains a popular instrument to boost financial revenue and improve tax compliance. 3. Cause legal jealousy especially from the other rule of law;
Tax amnesties remain popular as an instrument aimed at raising revenue and increasing tax compliance. The common inducement offered in exchange for voluntary disclosure of past untaxed income is a significant but temporary reduction in tax liabilities including penalties. (Jonas Jensen and Florian
Wöhlbier. Improving Tax Governance in EU Member
4. As a momentum to improve tax administration.
4. Trigger distrust toward the government if no changes happen to taxation orientation after the implementation of TA.
Meanwhile, those who oppose TA sense that the policy may arouse jealousy among taxpayers, which in long term can disrupt tax morale. In the study of Luitel and Sobel, as quoted by Jensen and Wöhlbier, TA policy in many countries was not encouraging.
Contrary to what has planned, TA policy cause lower level of tax compliance after the amnesty. Conceptually, TA itself does not have standard and rigid definition to be used as international best practice. This can be understood since tax strategic environment varies in every country. Therefore, based on politic of taxation perspective, TA policy may have positive and negative side effects as seen in Table 6 . 2. Tax Amnesty can be narrowly defined as the momentum to improve tax relations between the state and the people as a basic principles of statehood;
2. Tax Amnesty has widened economic imbalance due to fiscal incentives and tax liberation given to large scale entrepeneur.
3. Tax Amnesty can be an effective instrument in building foundation of taxation trust.
Policy gap in the formulation of tax amnesty policy
It is likely to say that TA Act correlate with budget and tax revenue deficit in 2015. Tax Therefore, it is natural that some parties criticized the implementation of TA Act as forced and completely unprepared. Even the crucial TA Act was not enclosed with government readiness to publish regulations (See Table 8 ) as it is often in the procedures of legislation and other tax law such as KUP Act, TAh Act and TAN Act.
Refer to the process of provisioning a policy agenda modeled by Kingdom (See picture 3), policy gap can be seen in the formulation of Agenda Setting without full support from the people, parliament, and related government body.
Implementation gap in the formulation of tax amnesty policy
As a result of unprepared implementation, various problems arose in the field. Even in the social media hashtag #StopBayarPajak (#StopPayingTax) had become viral. of Indonesia, it was announced that up to 6 September 2016 Acquisition Cost that has been entered into the state treasury is 4,78 trillion rupiah (See Table 8 ).
The performance on the implementation of TA, which is still very far from target, can be analyzed by a model that Meter and Horn proposed (Picture 5). As it has been described previously, standards and objectives of the TA policy in detail have not been clear and firm, so that the implementation is different from one Taxation Service Offices
Closing
This study shows that the discourse of Tax Amnesty occurs because the government were lacking in showing transparency on the significance of Tax Amnesty as well as the benefit for Indonesian people. There is no general roadmap that convince people the importance of Tax Amnesty toward present political situation, and that Tax Amnesty will benefit Indonesian people in general both in short and long term.
Conclusion
This research concludes that:
Firstly, the significant of Tax Amnesty from the perspective of political taxation are:
a. Tax Amnesty is a state political decision which will get positive response from its community widely, only if the nation is able to convince its community that the amnesty will provide common good for both state and people.
b. Tax Amnesty is an offer from the state to its people on taxation. Hence, Tax
Amnesty must bring benefit to the state and its people.
c. Tax Amnesty can be used as an indicator of citizen's nationalism. Therefore, Tax Amnesty policy is considered successful when it brings repatriated assets back onshore from non-resident taxpayers as expected by the government.
Secondly, in refer to the conceptual/theoretical gap, resistance toward TA occurs because a) conceptually, TA is a controversial instrument in increasing state revenue, b) previous study had proven that TA has negative implications, and c) there have been no international best practice that can be used as benchmark because the political system and condition of each country vary.
Policy gap occurs because a) there is no clear roadmap that convinces people, and b) implementing regulation has not met the ease of administration basis (certainty, efficiency, simplicity and convenience). Finally, from the perspective of implementation gap, TA policy is considered fail mainly because of unappropriated administrative capacity, ineffective political communication and no trustworthiness in the coordination of taxation on various levels.
Recommendation
To minimize distrust between state and people, as well as to create thorough transparency and accountability, the author urges the need to strengthen communication on political taxation. The government must also change tax paradigm not only as budget collector machine, but also as an instrument of democratization. Recommendations of this research are:
a. The government should change its communication strategy in politic of taxation.
Thus people will believe that Tax Amnesty is the right momentum to improve lives of nationhood and statehood for the sake of social welfare.
b. The government should make a serious effort to improve tax administration after the enactment of TA, so that people will feel the impact of lighter tax burden as the result of bigger tax value basis.
